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This paper explores how physical and digital cloud forma-
ti ons implicate architectural ideas on structure, operati on 
and materiality. The architectural cloud is constructed 
through aggregati on, and defi ned through the representa-
ti onal lens of soft ness, and thing-ness.

The work argues that clouds are not simply ambiguous form, 
but constructed indeterminate structure, pliable operati ons 
and ambiguous materializati on, that off ers a compelling 
extension of architecture’s recent theoreti cal discourse 
and practi ce.

Using a history of both the physical and digital manifesta-
ti on of clouds from media studies, it explores how cloud 
formati ons diff er from the networks and pliant surfaces of 
architecture’s recent past? 

It concludes that as a fi lled volume, clouds require a new 
reading of transparency, space, and material and environ-
mental boundary.

INTRODUCTION
The cloud is both a physical and digital structure, and to 
defi ne its relevance to architecture a number of general con-
cepts should be established. 

As a physical conditi on a cloud is complex form, its mate-
rializati on is emergent, and arises from the environmental 
conditi ons that surround it. As a digital body, the cloud 
comes from a long lineage of communicati on technolo-
gies, and comes from the deep logic of cable television, 
radio, telephone, and even infrastructures such as railways 
that preceded it. In describing the cloud as technological 
infrastructure it gains a real structural, organizati onal, and 
material conditi on, even if this conditi on is typically hidden 
from view. 

In relati on to the formati on of physical clouds is a compel-
ling quote by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe from his book 
Towards a Theory of Weather:

“… nothing exists or comes into being, lasts or passes 
can be thought of as enti rely isolated, enti rely unadul-
terated. One thing is always permeated, accompanied, 

covered, or enveloped by another; it produces eff ects 
and endures them. And when so many things work 
through one another, where are we to fi nd what governs 
and what serves, what leads the way and what follows?”1

—Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Towards a Theory of 
Weather

This quote is equally fi tti  ng for the digital cloud. 

Physical clouds are material, but not durable, digital clouds 
are durable but not material, but these preconceived noti ons 
are more passively assumed than actually conceived. Physical 
clouds are durable, but they conti nuously move over our hori-
zon, breaking apart and collecti ng somewhere else. Digital 
clouds are material but hidden behind the digital interface 
racing under the surface of the ground, or beaming up to the 
satellites that shine like the stars in space.

The cloud is nebulous. It mirrors many of concepts already 
established in architecture: questi ons of emergence, and 
non-linearity but shift s these concepts from a biological, to 
a meteorological conditi on, from a body, to a body within 
the wider environment. If we move away from literal, and 
idealized virtualiti es of the cloud, both in its physical and 
informati onal conditi on, architecture might partake in mate-
rializing the cloud, and fi nd opportuniti es for its occupati on 
and experience.

So how might the cloud implicate architecture? This paper is 
at pains not to argue for a neo-avant-gardism, or for the cloud 
to become a semanti c theoreti cal trope that has defi ned 
much of architectural speculati on in its recent past, and yet it 
will struggle to give existenti alist reason for the precipitati on 
of clouds as a necessary architectural soluti on. But within the 
cloud is a number of compelling architectural ideas that coun-
ter contemporary formal, spati al and programmati c thinking. 

The cloud might, on the face-of-it, be anti -architecture par 
excellence. I aim however to convey how it might be struc-
tured, operati onalized, and materialized in real terms, and 
how these concepts are part of a longer lineage of architec-
tural ideas that fi nd their roots in post-war discourse leading 
to the present day.
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In constructi ng an architectural cloud I will lean on the term 
aggregate to strategize how architecture might realize a 
cloud. An aggregate as termed here is the materializing of 
discrete elements that coalesce together - emerging, merging 
and dissipati ng with the surrounding environment. An aggre-
gate has a number of precedents in art such as collage and 
montage, and in philosophy, assemblage theory conveys how 
elements (units of an aggregate) may retain some autonomy 
within the larger matrix.2 The aggregate is not a single thing, 
its parthood is diffi  cult to discern. As a collecti on its individual 
elements work simultaneously at the scale of a unit, a small 
aggregate, an aggregate of aggregates, and as a totality.

These aggregates may have what Sanford Kwinter describes 
as soft ness to aff ect and be aff ected by its internal and exter-
nal surroundings.3

To frame my argument on architectural clouds I would like 
to introduce two additi onal ideas: one by Ashley Schafer 
where she describes the diff erence between representati on, 

and representati onal, and the second idea as described by 
Elizabeth Grosz where she describes thing-ness.

Schafer describes representati on as an analog or digital 
drawing or model of a project or object. Representati onal is 
a drawing, model or building that acts in place of an idea.4 

This paper argues for representati onal concepti on of clouds. 
These concepti ons might actually resemble or be representa-
ti ons of clouds as well, but it is not necessary. To describe a 
representati onal understanding of the cloud, and to illustrate 
a possible limit, I start by showcasing the Prada Epicenter 
New York, by OMA (2000-2001) as a project never intended 
as a cloud, but one that exhibits characteristi cs of cloud 
formati ons. The Prada Epicenter constructs an ambiguous 
relati onship of program to space; its fl oati ng masses subvert 
conventi onal understandings of weight and materiality.5 

The store is a fi lled volume that redefi nes matt er and trans-
parency, and blurs type. Where the Prada Epicenter is less 
successful as a cloud formati on is in the linear sequence of 
a single undulati ng plane. The project is not an aggregate, as 

Figure 1: Blur Building, Diller Scofi dio, Swiss EXPO 2002, Yverdon-les-Bains, 
Switzerland, Norbert Aepli, Switzerland . 
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much as a programmed carpet, but the Epicenter illustrates 
well a non-literal cloud; the cloud as an indeterminate idea, 
made physical as built space.

My second frame relates to Elizabeth Grosz’s writi ng on thing-
ness. Her writi ng starts by describing the thing as typically 
inert, and counter to the subject, but she enriches this argu-
ment with an alternati ve reading when she “conceives of the 
thing, not as other, but as provocati on or incitement for the 
subject: the thing is that which prompts us to act, to invent, 
to practi ce, to extend ourselves beyond ourselves.”6

The cloud here is situated as an architectural provocati on, 
a ‘thing’ that is typically fl oati ng in the sky, as becoming 
architecturally spati alized and materialized. It is the weight-
lessness, emergence, and indeterminacy that is a provocati on 
to architecture. It forces us to spati ally, programmati cally and 
materially invent and expand our practi ce. Clouds are fi lled 
volumes that are non-spati al, non-material, and yet we can 
be inside them, see them, feel them, and when it storms we 
can hear them through their thunder. We have moments 
where we enter a cloud, like during takeoff  or landing in a 
plane, or when we stand on the peaks of mountains or dip 
into cool valleys. And we interact with the digital cloud daily, 
its pervasion now at almost physical levels. We live digital 
lives concurrent to our physical lives,7 and even when we are 
off -line, the structure of the digital world implicates our real 
one, the weather from our physical clouds and the climate 
in our digital clouds defi ning our worldview, its content and 
our relati ons.

LONGUE DURÉE
If we expand, for a moment, our view from clouds to encom-
pass the sky it is a criti cal repository of our collecti ve history. 
It is in the sky that we read the stars for navigati on, and the 
winds for trade. It is from the sky that we build our heav-
ens, and weather our storms. It is past the sky that we have 
exceeded our own human reach. First in fl ight across the sur-
face of the earth and then in space thrusti ng satellites past 
the edge of our own solar system, and fi lling them as a tech-
nological ring around our earth’s waist; a band of technology 
that makes present part of our growing digital world. 

It is our sky that gave our forbearers their fi rst data sets, 
observati ons of the seasons and stars forming the calen-
dar and clock of our world, defi ning abstract concepts into 
discrete units to make sense and order of our chaoti c sur-
roundings. As John Durham Peter’s writes, the sky makes 
possible our most precise science in astronomy, and its most 
predicti ve in meteorology. Astronomy is a study that can look 
back into the past and forward into the future, meteorology 
is an observati on of the immediate present. Together they 
make our daily conditi on as a moving point on a conti nued 
arc in ti me.8

In the arts, representati ons of clouds are relati vely new. 
Symbols of clouds have been used for approx. 2000 years, 
but the realisti c depicti on of clouds in western art is more 
recent – only since the Renaissance have we att empted to 
realisti cally render the sky. 

In early photography clouds are remarkably absent, like peo-
ple they moved too fast to capture. Today we track clouds, 
seeing real ti me simulati on of their future movements, and 
yet they remain elusive to capture or tame.9

In architecture clouds are both a buildings material counter-
point and its perennial enemy – the weather something to 
keep out and weathering at bay. In representati on, however, 
comes a compelling anecdote from the very incepti on of our 
profession; that the clouds in Brunelleschi’s early perspecti val 
drawing, were mirrors to refl ect the sky.10 A fl att ened plane 
giving way to a moving temporal dimension of an otherwise 
structured and fi xed pictorial constructi on. It was in the 
fi rst instance of architecture that is saw clouds as a mirror, a 
removed, ambiguous ‘other’ refl ected off  the stasis of both 
the idea of building, and of buildings themselves.

Architecture has built some clouds. The Blur Building by Diller 
Scofi dio is the foremost, example. The Blur Building was 
developed from a network of hoses and nozzles to maintain 
its presence on Lac Neuchatel, even when the driving wind 
was ushering it to go. 

Physical and digital clouds are technological and cultural/
media infrastructures,11 and as such parallel many of the 
concerns of architecture.

The digital cloud is not a virtuality, but something that is 
made, it was programmed, constructed, maintained and 
innovated. Therefore, it is not something that is fi xed and 
fi nished, but something that is sti ll evolving, and as such, 
architecture has an opportunity to further conceptualize the 
cloud spati ally and materially. 

As an immersive media, architecture and clouds might either 
defi ne a schism, or an opportunity to spati alize new ideas 
in very real ways. This spati alizati on makes present contem-
porary questi ons of public access, security, ownership, and 
agency. Architecture could form a persuasive argument that 
materializes the cloud from a networked lineage of capitalist 
and militaristi c origin, to enact alternati ve modes of social 
formati ons and engagement. 

STRUCTURE
So what might be the structure of such a ‘thing’? Clouds 
exhibit similar characteristi cs to both networks and topolo-
gies without the corresponding dependence on lines and 
surfaces. While clouds take a similar positi on to relati ve dis-
tance and deformati on, the lines of networks and surfaces of 
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topologies evaporate into a volume of points. These points 
aggregate through att racti on and repulsion as oppose to 
emplacement along a line or in a surface.

This requires a very diff erent realizati on of structure, one that 
might correspond to the work of Mett e Ramsgaard Thomsen 
and her project Thicket. Thomsen also uses the term ‘soft ’, 
but to describe a tectonic inquiry that is adaptable, craft ed 
and moti le where the structure is inherently weak and the 
forces move through a fi eld of fricti on based interconnecti v-
ity.12 It is here that Thomsen’s soft , gives structural space for 
Kwinter’s soft ness, the soft  movement of the moti le structure 
aff ecti ng its spati al surroundings.

An alternati ve to Thomsen’s Thicket is the recent installati on 
of the 2018 ICD Aggregate Pavilion,13 where a porous struc-
ture of loose granular forms is poured, and stacked. Where 
stasis is not assured and structural resilience is managed 
through fricti on. 

A non-stati c structure is a provocati on to the hegemony of 
stasis to play a more nuanced role in space making. Fricti on 
and aggregated structures are dependent on their neigh-
boring elements, rubbing and resti ng on a surrounding 
collecti on of elements. This structure is very diff erent from 
architecture’s tribeated past. It is not the representati on of a 
structure, but representati onal of an indeterminate system 
that is conti nually evolving - structure is not fi xed and fi n-
ished. In fricti on structures depth and thickness off ers the 
necessary medium for force to fi nd a tentati ve equilibrium. 
Structure does not gridded Cartesian space, but off ers a loose 
weave in which to carve ancillary space. It is not a singular 
object or system, but a collecti on of elements, many things 
forming the idea of one thing; a provocati on of what struc-
ture might be. The structures of Thicket and the Aggregate
Pavilion do not arti culate a defi ned surface, but an ambigu-
ous boundary fi lled with slippages and re-adjustment. This is 
the structure of a spati al body in conti nual correspondence
and sympathy14 of its internal and external forces; of force 
not as a dynamics to be contained and controlled, but one to 
be slowly danced with, swirling, tumbling, and uplift ing the 
structures that defi ne our spati al and operati ve conditi on.

OPERATION
Operati on is two-fold conditi on, fi rstly it is the practi ce that 
develops the work, and secondly it is its subsequent use aft er 
realizati on.

In architectural practi ce, cloud operati ons are inti mately 
connected with digital and computati onal procedures that 
automate a sequence of defi ned scripts and commands. As 
such, this mode of work generates both representati ons 
and representati onal modes of an idea. A cursory example 
of cloud formati ons is the Soft ware No.14, DRIFT2 project 
by MOS Architects,15 which layers, and voids simple square, 

triangle, circle, cross and oval shapes to form an aggregate of 
simple fi gures forming complex formal and spati al relati ons.

These images are two-fold, in that they form representati ons 
of an aggregate of simple elements that form possible cloud 
formati ons, and can act as representati onal images of the 
idea of cloud formati ons. In both ways they operate within 
the established conventi ons of architectural practi ce to con-
vey an idea through image making which can be enacted in 
the future through constructi on.

If we shift  to the second operati onal conditi on, that of use, 
architectural clouds conti nue to decouple programmati c 
boundaries from form. In terms of operati ons, clouds fray 
edge conditi ons, and exhibit conti nuity through evolving 
emergence and indeterminacy. 

Operati ons within the cloud do not occur in an empty void, 
but in a fi lled volume of consequenti al eff ects. Cloud volumes 
subvert space; space morphs from the inside out, as oppose 
to forming from the outside in. 

Operati ons are not to mimic or construct a realisti c cloud. 
Operati ons are the negoti ati on and facilitati on of social for-
mati ons. Formati ons that set up real conditi ons to subvert, 
augment, and reconfi gure spati al and programmati c relati ons, 
and that undermine architecture as a stati c, autonomous 
object and emplace it as a subject within human relati ons.

Anton Picon makes a criti cal disti ncti on in the diff erence 
between the real and reality. In line with Kant, reality is the 
world as perceived; real is “the world envisaged indepen-
dently from us, or as the original source of what appears to 
us.”16 What is important to this disti ncti on is Picon’s following 
argument that to prevent idealizati on is to understand the 
real, not as a precursor to the utopian, but as a fundamental 
conditi on of how architecture relates to the social imaginary 
– a common frame to express issues that are important to a 
group of people.

Operati on is not to create the techno-utopias of Constant 
Nieuwenhuys’s New Babylon. It is to reiterate a thesis writ-
ten by Tung-Hui Hu in his book Pre-History of the Cloud. The 
digital cloud is as much about the new as it is a repository 
for waste, and the forgott en.17 If the architectural cloud that 
I describe is an aggregate, it is an aggregate of new ideas as 
well as old ones, an aggregate for new freedoms of expres-
sion and much as recombinant modes of existi ng power.

For an architectural cloud to make any signifi cant contributi on 
to our practi ce, we fi rst have to consider its social purpose. 
That broader questi on is one that cannot be answered by 
architecture alone, but it does off er questi ons that should 
concern us all.
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MATERIALIZATION
Clouds reconsider noti ons of surface, enclosure, boundary, 
depth and transparency, and package these architectural 
issues in new ways.

Clouds as aggregates undermine the privilege of surface, and 
as fi lled volume the dominance of open space. Aggregati on 
frames a range of complexity: a unit might be basic, accrued 
in equally simple terms, or it may venture in more expressive, 
complex territory. 

With this layering of aggregates is a renewed questi on of 
boundary. In the cloud, the material boundary remains 
obscure, and its eff ects on the surrounding environment 
beacons a reciprocal relati onship. A cloud is not in the envi-
ronment. It is the environment. This oscillati ng relati onship 
expresses the cloud’s internal and external forces, the pres-
sures that shape it from outside and within. This parallels 
discourse on responsive architecture, but not through a 
porous membrane, but a much deeper material body. It is 
this material body that establishes an aggregate’s depth. This 
is not surface depth that wraps in enclosure, but a spati al 
depth that materially embeds a cloud’s internal structure 
and operati on and extends it to its obscure boundary. This 
depth opens questi ons of transparency not just from inside 
to outside, but from inside to inside as well. As commented 
by Cathrine Veikos and Renee Cheng: “transparency does not 
have to produce full disclosure and opacity does not have to 
prevent it.”18 Transparency is not viewed solely as building as 
autonomous object standing in contrast to its surrounding 
environment. A cloud is the environment. Questi ons of trans-
parency occur throughout its volume, not just at the edge.

Materializati on is a two-fold conditi on. It is how a cloud is 
materialized – the practi ce that makes it, and the material 

it is made from. Materializati on is very much like the opera-
ti on as previously described. It is a fl uid architectural practi ce 
that evolves ideas through iterati on towards design and onto 
constructi on. The material remains open to debate. It might 
convey a literal, translucent ethereal glow, but it too could 
exact the hard edges of steel or the mott led greyness of a 
deep slab of concrete. What remains important to the mate-
rial conditi on of cloud formati ons is their soft  and aggregated 
structure, and their indeterminate operati ons. One might 
consider ideas of atmosphere as a potenti al material, and the 
design not only of space, but the airy material in space as an 
architectural responsibility. Architecture heats the air, and 
moves the air, but does litt le to design anything as complex 
as an internal weather. Whether architecture needs to be this 
literal to enact a cloud is open to interpretati on. Atmosphere 
as material or as media is an established idea19 that architec-
ture could work harder to make spati ally consequenti al.

Before the conclusion I relay two questi ons asked during the 
panel discussion. They asked specifi cally about representa-
ti on and materiality of cloud formati ons.

Clouds formati ons can be simulated, but they subvert tra-
diti onal architectural drawing and modeling. If we consider 
a secti on drawing through the ICD Aggregate Pavilion, how 
might we accurately represent a loose aggregate of hun-
dreds, if not thousands of interlocking members, and even 
more importantly, do we need to? This exhibits why cloud 
formati ons exhibit representati onal questi ons that might 
not have architectural representati ons for answers, and why 
questi ons of representati on opens a new discourse on the 
role of informati on and visualizati on in architecture.

A second questi on asked if a cloud formati on could indeed be 
solid. To consider the materiality of cloud formati ons I used 

Figure 2: Rolex Learning Center, SANAA, Lausanne, Switzerland, Peter Kuley . 
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the example of the Rolex Learning Center by SANAA. While by 
no means a conventi onal building, the project does use con-
venti onal, solid constructi on materials and fi nishes which are 
common to architecture. It is, however, the undulati ng ground 
plane, and the oscillati ng relati onship between ambiguous 
and defi ned spaces that operates the Rolex Learning Center as 
a possible cloud formati on. At the Rolex Learning Center the 
solid materiality of the building dissolves, carving space for 
an equivocal material and operati ve experience.

CONCLUSION
Clouds formati on might be new as an architectural idea 
of structure, operati on and material, but they are deeply 
embedded into our collecti ve consciousness. The physical 
and digital clouds are literally and fi gurati vely all around us, 
and make a large part of our outer and inner lives.

Actualized through aggregati on cloud formati ons contains 
the good, the bad and the ugly as an honest refl ecti on of our 
current milieu. In aggregati on, clouds can carve pockets of 
autonomy, and internal soft ness to the outside world, and 
form alternati ve spati al practi ces within the larger landscape. 
Their spaces are not passively intersti ti al, or junk spaces, but 
absorbed, and deeply embedded in the very structure of the 
architectural cloud. Spaces that form part of its many cen-
ters, and sequences of space that weaves through its varied 
volume.

Why do clouds matt er? 

If architecture is the practi ce of materializing and spati alizing 
the abstract for human use and occupati on, then clouds are a 
conti nued cultural lineage from historical modes of organiza-
ti on and existence. 

There is no compelling, existenti al reason to shift  to clouds. 
But clouds off er architects an opportunity to further side 
step the hegemony of modernism, to distance itself from the 
fractured oppositi ons of deconstructi vism, and to further 
nuance architecture to express our current pluralisti c lives, 
and messily aggregate them together. By rendering space as 
a fi lled volume we may reconsider a new public. As a fi lled 
volume we may realize that every human and non-human 
body occupies space, and that occupati on of one body might 
displace that of another, and that a new public must therefore 
leave space for everyone. 

In a world where we deem two elements: water and air, to be 
infi nite, the constructi on of architectural clouds might allow 
us to understand the fi nite limitati ons, and the centrality of 
these criti cal resources. To understand that what may seem 
inexhausti ble is actually quite fragile, and to ensure its conti n-
ued health requires the nurturing att enti on of design. 


